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- JPO One Portal Dossier – OPD (JIPA-DH7c, H5.B.1)

Roadmap for the Public Access to OPD (Draft)

- January 2013  1st GDTF Meeting
- June 2013  Meeting of IP5 Heads of Office
  - Confirm the actions for the future
  
  <Consideration among the experts from each IP5 Office>
- Fall 2013  IP5WG2 Meeting
  - Formulate a work schedule* at each Office toward problem-solving and implementation
  - Explore technical specifications of the system required for the public access
  - Finalize the Dossier Provision Policy
- 2014 - 2015
  - Secure a necessary budget, procure hardware, and develop a program at each Office
  - Hearing of the business requirements, such as user interface, at GDTF
  - Develop a common user interface for the public
- 2015 -
  - Start providing dossier information from the Office which can make dossier information available to the public

* The schedule is subject to change depending on the service contents, the system architecture and the progress of IT projects at each Office.
JIPA Comments

We appreciate that JPO provided us with the roadmap of OPD Public Access which is JPO AI listed in GDTF’s RoD. It seems to us that OPD Public Access for dossiers of IP5 Offices and WIPO is on schedule under the leadership of JPO. It appears that JPO would be confident to manage the time schedule of OPD Public Access shown in the roadmap.

We very much expect that OPD Public Access for dossiers of IP5 Offices and WIPO is available in 2015 under the JPO’s leadership, and is expanded to include all dossier information over the world.

Further, we request that the user interface of OPD Public Access should be a common interface for IP5 Offices, WIPO, and all Offices participating to OPD Public Access, without any duplicate developments or investments, for example, by way of adopting an user interface which will be developed by JPO.
JIPA Comments

Per the other action items listed in GDTF’s RoD, we would like IP5 Offices to discuss unsettled issues of the action items among IP5 Offices. Thereafter, we would like IP5 Offices to provide us with proposed implementation ways/plans for review of Industry IP5.

※Relevant part of GDTF’s RoD is reproduced below:

Medium Term Analysis comprising
   Technical and Legal analysis of each requirement
   Prioritization based on Applicant Value
   Project proposals to fit 1-2 year budget cycles

Short term delivery:
   Bilateral cross-filing based on re-use of existing e-filing systems and within current legal constraints
   Public access to OPD (JIPA proposal) for public data.
Thank you for your attention.